
 

Full Race Information (last updated 10/02/14) 
Facilities at Clayton 
Ample car parking and full changing room facilities with showers are available at the start and finish.  It is hoped to 
provide a catering service at the end of the race. 
 
Terrain 
Underfoot, runners will meet rutted paths, grass downland, chalk and flint tracks, roads and pavements.  In wet 
conditions some of the steeper sections will inevitably be slippery and hazardous.  There are many road crossings 
which will not be marshalled and you must take full responsibility for your own safety. 
 
Qualification 
We advise a minimum qualification of a 5 hour marathon this year before attempting this event.   The time limit for 
the event is 7 hours so we cannot accept entries from recreational walkers.  Minimum age on race day is 20.  Runners 
with a disability who wish to discuss the suitability of the course or the nature of their disability should e-mail 
enquiries@haywardsheathharriers.co.uk ǿƛǘƘ άол ƳƛƭŜǊέ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ {ǳōƧŜŎǘ ƭƛƴŜΦ 
 
Marshalling 
The event is not marshalled, so you should carry maps or other equipment to follow the route ς the race organisers 
will not put up any signs.   
 
Prizes 
All runners will receive a T shirt and there will be prizes for the first three men and women. 
 
Country Code 
The race takes place within the South Downs National Park, with the major part of the route following the South 
Downs Way, which is a National Trail.  Much of the route is through grazing land and edges of arable fields and 
therefore it is essential that runners respect the countryside by obeying the Country Code, in particular being aware 
of animals, closing all gates and leaving no litter.  
 
Water Stations 
These are available at only 8, 15 and 23 miles.  You are strongly advised to carry water in your own bottles due to the 
length of the race and the potential for hot weather.  Labelled special drinks can be left at registration to pick up at 
15mile turn point.  As there is minimal shade along the route you are advised to carry sun cream, hat and wear 
suitable kit. 
 
Medical Support 
A basic level of first aid will be provided at Clayton. 
 
Mobile Phones 
You are strongly advised to carry a mobile phone.  A phone number will be printed on your race number for you to 
use in an emergency.  Please put your own name, medical information and contact number of a friend on the reverse 
of your number.  For your own safety, no earphones are allowed during the race. 
 
Withdrawing during the Race 
Please contact the Race HQ on the number you were given to inform the organisers that you have withdrawn.  It is 
your responsibility to find your way back to the finish. 
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Dogs 
In the interests of landowners and the safety of fellow runners no dogs are allowed or following prams or pushchairs. 
 
Race Photography 
It is hoped that SussexSportPhotography.com will be at the event. 
 

The following two route descriptions (summary and detailed) should be used in conjunction with OS 
Landranger 198 or Explorer 122 
 
Race Route in Summary 
The route climbs up the hill from Clayton Playing Field in a SE direction past the Jack and Jill windmills and joins The 
South Downs Way at OS map ref 305 132 just north of New Barn Farm. 
 
Follow SDW through to OS map ref 412 053 approx ½ mile from Rodmell.  At this point, do not follow SDW instead 
turn left down a stony track which becomes a road into Rodmell village.  Cross the road at the Abergavenny Arms 
pub, and follow a new permissive path through to Southease village where you pick up the SDW again at OS map ref 
422 053.  Continue along the road and cross the railway line through to Itford Farm at OS map ref 432 056. 
 
Return via the same route. 
 
 
Race Route in Detail 
From the start in Clayton Field complete an anti clockwise lap and exit across Underhill Lane to join the steep 
bridleway to the Jack & Jill windmills.  Take the gated path in front of the mills as you approach them to emerge on a 
wide bridleway.  Turn left and after 150 yards take left fork to join the South Downs Way above New Barn Farm.   
 
Follow SDW signs taking GREAT CARE at busy Ditchling Beacon car park and road crossing after 2 miles.  Cross farm 
access road after 1¼ miles and after a further 1¼ miles, reach gate and turn right.  Do not go through gate (this leads 
to Black Cap which is not on the SDW) but follow SDW sign.  After ¾ mile with wood on right, turn left onto farm track 
going steadily downhill.  Following SDW signs, reach A27 with check point/drinks station 1 and 3 (OS ref 370 092). 
 
Cross A27 by footbridge and follow SDW signs to climb Newmarket Hill.  At the top take care to follow SDW bearing 
left and then right past dew pond on the left.  After nearly ¾ mile turn right through gate and after 80 yards turn left 
onto concrete roadway.  Continue downhill on concrete road ignoring joining concrete tracks and keeping straight on 
until  path narrows between hedge (left) and close panelled fence (right) to reach houses and narrow metalled road.   
 
At this point IGNORE SDW SIGNS and turn left down road towards Rodmell.  Finger post ǎŀȅǎ ά¢ƻ ǘƘŜ tǳōέΦ 
 
Down hill for half mile to village and main road.  Cross immediately with GREAT CARE and turn right.  After 180 yards 
after last house on left and before horse and rider sign take a pace to the left and IMMEDIATELY right to join the 
permissive path that runs parallel to the road but inside the hedge line away from the traffic.  Through gate after ¼ 
mile, up steps then further ¼ mile then through gate, and second gate on right to rejoin SDW on quiet lane. 
 
Note this point for return ς entry is opposite red pillar box.  Turn left down hill and proceed through Southease 
village, over river and cross over the railway using the bridge to half-way check point (OS ref 432 056).  You must 
obey instructions on crossing the railway line.  Race Marshal will be on the left by the water tap in front of the 
farmhouse. 
 

REPORT RACE NUMBER TO TURN MARSHAL   (Water station 2) 
 

Return using reverse instructions.  Complete one anticlockwise lap of the field at the finish. 
 

See following page for details of Start and Finish, and for directions to the village of Clayton.  
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How to get there  

The location is: The Playing Fields, Underhill Lane, Clayton, Nr Hassocks, West Sussex BN6 9PJ, grid ref TQ 300 140 
Clayton is a small hamlet between Pyecombe on the A23 and Hassocks on the A273. Coming from the South, follow the A23 until 

signposted A273 Burgess Hill; from the North, follow the A273 from Burgess Hill / Hassocks or the B2112 from Haywards Heath 

through to Ditchling. The turning into Underhill Lane is just south of the junction between the A273 Hassocks road and the B2112 

Ditchling road. This is a busy road ς take care. The playing field will be seen just on the left after you enter the lane. 
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